Confession: after decades of loving you, 
I'm done with artful dodges, 
lust-fueled storytelling, 
and brash-as-Saturday-midnight masks. 
You've been a cockeyed crush, a nemesis, 
and every color and feisty persona in between— 
On my top-secret Lancelot's quest to impress 
dear forceful, prismatic you, 
accuracy has become my Camelot. 
For example, in A Streetcar Named Desire, 
delusional, always pipe-dreaming Blanche Dubois 
gladly insists on pinpointing 
a robe's inspiriting hue 
as not lavender but “Della Robbia blue,” 
“a light blue redder and deeper 
than the color of forget-me-nots,” 
an epiphanic, 15th century blue 
the painter Luca della Robbia,
Florentine master of terra-cotta,
replicated time and again in stellar ceramics—

Regarding our silver anniversary,
it would be autumn-time perjury

or sheer hyperbole to insist
I could never manage without you;

love-maker, perennial rascal,
let me be precise

as razzle-dazzle, bull's-eye Blanche
or fiercely unerring,

diligent della Robbia:
don’t let me live without you—

II. Madonna of Telltale Blue

\textit{Madonna del Parto}
\textit{(Monterchi, Italy)}

As if the blue maternity cloak
Of the luminous painting were tantamount

To a comic strip champion's thought-cloud
Or a Buddhist's river-current mantra—

In praise, at vespers in Castrabecco,
I install a passable facsimile
Of Piero della Francesca’s long-prized
Monterchi madonna

Directly above my escritoire,
Linking my writer’s inmost quest for meaning

To innumerable co-yearners, supplicants,
As adamant and footsore

As the gift-bestowing Magi,
Hardy sages resolute to seek and ask

Prescient Mary and the star-cloaked
Christ-to-come,

Still ensconced beneath her phenomenal,
Hallowing dress:

Lovely virgin of myrrh and circumstance,
Madonna of telltale blue,

What is this new-minted marriage
Of God and flesh?

Tell us, when will we truly live?
When will we touch our divinity?
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